number of helpful suggestions and discussions.
A segregational cell division is expected to occur after mutation of only one of several nuclear bodies in a bacterial cell, or after mutation of a single strand of a duplex DNA molecule in a uninucleate cell. Mutation of single strands was originally proposed by Watson and Crick' and is assumed in the base-analogue theory of mutation2 to lead to segregation. However, early studies in this laboratory and two recent notes have suggested the absence of segregation from bacterial mutants induced with caffeine,3 5-bromouracil,4 and with X rays.5 A more definitive study of segregation after mutation has been made possible by the finding that acridine orange permits efficient photodynamic mutation in continuous cultures of bacteria. 6 In the present paper evidence will be presented for the absence of a segregational division when mutation to T5 resistance is induced by light in cultures to which acridine orange has been added. Furthermore, it will be shown that this result and the kinetics of phenotypic expression of resistance to bacteriophage T5 can be understood by postulating that mutation takes place in a master strand of DNA that specifies the coding sequence of both daughter strands and that its complementary strand specifies the coding sequence of messenger RNA.
Materials and Methods.-Culture conditions: Chemostat cultures of Escherichia coli strain B/r/1, try were maintained in a minimal medium previously described at 370C in a darkroom.
Growth was limited with 100 ,ug/ml glucose, giving cell concentrations of about 2 X 108 bacteria per ml.
Mutant yields and survival: Acridine orange was added to each culture one minute before irradiation. Cultures were exposed to light from two 4-watt lamps (Sylvania FRT5/CW) placed almost in contact with the pyrex wall of the culture vessel. After an exposure of 10-20 min, culture vessels were covered with black felt cloth to prevent further chance exposure to light.
At the exposures used (acridine orange, 2 X 10-62 X 10-5 M; light, approximately 103 ft-c) there was little or no cell death. In control experiments mutant yields appeared to be directly proportional to time of exposure of the culture to light, and cell death was estimated to be less than 3% when mutant yields were limited to some 200-300 mutants per 108 cells.
Measurement of mutant concentrations: At intervals before and after irradiation, chemostat samples were diluted appropriately and plated upon nutrient agar to determine viable cell concentrations. The concentration of cells phenotypically resistant to bacteriophage T5 was determined by spreading cell suspensions upon nutrient agar plates and immediately spraying these plates with about 109 bacteriophage.
The concentration of latent mutants, those cells phenotypically sensitive but capable of giving rise to resistant mutant progeny, was determined by spreading cells upon plates and incubating at 370C for 2.75 hr or longer before spraying with bacteriophage, thereby allowing phenotypic expression in one or more cells of the progeny of each latent mutant. In order to detect all latent mutants immediately after irradiation the incubation period must be 3.25 hr or longer, but after the passage of one generation in the chemostat an incubation period of 2.5 hr would probably be sufficient. On these plates the colony count is a measure of the concentrations of latent mutants L and those already expressed E in the chemostat. This technique and some tests of its validity have been reported earlier. 3 Plate mutants: In order to obtain accurate measurements of latent mutant frequencies it was necessary to determine the background frequency of plate mutants, i.e., colonies arising from spontaneous mutation during the course of growth and division of sensitive cells upon the plates before their exposure to bacteriophage. This frequency was determined from plate counts of unirradiated cultures; the plates were incubated for the time desired before spraying with T5. The results were similar to those already described. the over-all average by more than 15%.) Since few or no newly induced mutants were observed to undergo a segregational division in these experiments, it was considered possible that the apparent absence of segregation arose because of some artifact in the test for latent mutants; for example, that transfer of cells from growth in glucose-limited chemostat cultures to growth upon nutrient agar might have prevented the occurrence or observation of a segregational division. To test this possibility, growth conditions were chosen to generate multinucleate cells. A glucose-limited culture (1 mg/ml glucose) was grown in a flask on a rotary shaker at 370C and diluted periodically to keep concentrations below 3 X 108 cells per ml. Since cell size distributions obtained with a Coulter counter showed that such cultures contained cells some 60-80 per cent larger than the cells from more slowly growing chemostat cultures, it was expected that a large fraction of these cells would be multinucleate, and therefore that a decrease in the concentration of latent mutants corresponding to a segregational forces the interpretation ofWitkinand Sicurella4 370C, and diluted periodically to that their finding of some unsectored colonies keep cell concentrations below 3 X 108 per ml. Acridine orange was of lactose-negative mutants represents muta-added to give a concentration of 1.9 X tion without segregation and that present con-10 -M, and the culture was exposed to cell death is absent or negligible, and therefore that these modified concepts should be extended to most or all mutational processes occurring when cultures are in or near balanced growth.
Further evidence for the absence of molecular segregation in other mutational systems comes from the study of X-ray-induced mutations by Bridges and Munson5 and from mutation in continuous cultures in this laboratory. Using low doses of X rays and brief exposures, Bridges and Munson found, after correcting for nuclear segregation from multinucleate cells, that the average number of independently segregating mutations per mutating nucleus (presumably a replicating genome) was 1.70 ± 0.20 mutable units per nucleus. This value is not significantly different from two mutable units per nucleus, which would be expected if both strands were mutated: if there are two units, then the probability of observing an even greater deviation from two would have been about 13 per cent.
Chemostat cultures exposed continuously to mutagen provide prima facie evidence for the absence of segregation in newly formed cells. In the absence of a segregational division after mutation the addition of a mutagen should cause an immediate increase in the rate of accumulation of mutants, and this rate should be equal to the steady-state value at which phenotypic mutants later accumulate.3 This has been the usual result when mutation to T5 resistance was induced with any of a variety of mutagens in studies with strain B and its derivatives; with caffeine,3 with ultraviolet light,'2 and with 2-aminopurine.12 A more detailed analysis will be published separately. Originally, in these earlier experiments it was considered uncertain that segregation could have been observed if it did occur. However, the results presented in Figure 3 , showing that an expected nuclear segregation could be demonstrated, make likely the more direct interpretation that segregation was absent in these earlier experiments.
Thus there is evidence that segregation is absent or negligible in newly forming mutants E. coli at three different loci, lac, try, and T5, when mutations were induced with a variety of mutagens, 5-bromouracil, X rays, caffeine, ultraviolet light, 2-aminopurine, and in the present report, with acridine orange and light. These results require one of the following models of mutation :4 I. Mutation occurs in a single (master) strand that specifies the base sequence of both daughter strands during their formation, or II. Both members of a base pair are mutated to complementary partners before replication.
It will be shown later that measurement of the kinetics of phenotypic expression permits a selection between these alternatives.
Restriction of mutation: The degree to which segregation is absent in Figure 2 suggests a restriction on mutation. If the T5 locus were replicated at random throughout the growth and division cycle, then some 30-40 per cent of the cells in a continuous culture would have two genes for this locus. If these genes mutate independently, both would mutate only rarely, because the probability of mutation in these experiments is about 10-6 per cell. In this case a segregational division should be observed for 30-40 per cent of the mutating cells. However, it is unlikely that the segregating fraction is even half this large (Fig. 2) .
This absence of segregation would seem to require that mutation does not take place in a four-stranded stage after replication of the T5 locus, for, if so, then mutation in one duplex molecule would require mutation of the same gene in the other duplex. Yet we tend to think of these duplexes as independent units because of their stability and because radioautographs'3 show them as separated. Thus it would seem that mutation is restricted to unrep-100 + , to an exponentalDrelatlonsnl propoftion-resistance after the replication of the mutant al to 2D, where D is the number of messenger strand, and assuming that the elapsed cell division periods.
mutation occurred in a two-stranded region of
elapsed~~~~~DNA.
An approximate fit to the data of Figure  4 can be made on the basis of the following assumptions. (1) Duplex DNA molecules consist of a master strand that specifies the coding sequence of both daughter strands and of a messenger strand that specifies the coding sequence of messenger RNA. (2) The cellular processes leading to phenotypic expression of T5 resistance cannot begin until a mutant messenger DNA strand is synthesized. (3) After synthesis of the mutant messenger DNA strand, a delay period of one cell division is required for the (enzymatic) changes leading to phenotypic expression. The first two assumptions establish the exponential character of phenotypic expression to phage resistance, while the third sets a minimum delay period of one cell division.
In order to derive a simple approximation, let us consider an idealized culture meeting three further assumptions. These assumptions are inaccurate for continuous cultures, but they permit a tractable mathematical expression. (4) All cells have precisely the same cell division period. (5) Cells are randomly distributed throughout the DNA replication cycle, which occupies the entire cell division period. (6) The probability of mutation of a cell is independent of the fraction of DNA replicated.
With these assumptions the fraction L/Lo of latent mutants remaining at any elapsed number of cell divisions D after initiation of mutation is L/Lo = 1, for D < 1
(1) = 21-D, for D > 1. The line representing this function is shown in Figure 4 .
Although this function is a special solution for an idealized population of cells, it nevertheless expresses the basically exponential character of phenotypic expression that would remain even though assumptions (4), (5), and (6) were replaced by more accurate representations characterizing actual cultures. Proper representations for (5) and (6) would change the shape of the curve between divisions, but equation (1) would still hold at integral values of D. Thus the exponential character of expression does not depend upon a linear replication of DNA, the fraction of the growth and division cycle devoted to DNA synthesis, whether or not DNA synthesis always begins with the same marker, or upon the particular probability distribution of mutation during the growth and division cycle, since each successive division reduces the number of latent mutants by a factor of two. Instead, these factors would give rise to a cyclic variation about the function described by equation (1).
The effect of replacing assumption (4) with a variable cell division period is to cause a damping of any cyclic variation that might be present. This is shown in Figure 6 , in which a variable cell division period is assumed, with a coefficient of variation of therefore fit the data just as well.
However, there is very strong evidence against the assumption that cell wall material is distributed in this conservative manner. Cell wall formation has been investigated in several bacterial genera.--20 In all of these, both daughter cells contain new cell wall material as well as cell wall inherited from the parent cell. In particular, Chung et al. 20 found cell wall synthesis in E. coli was initiated at multiple sites in both daughter cells, ruling out the assumption of conservative distribution of cell wall material to progeny.
Thus the hypothesis of mutation of both strands fails to fit the kinetics of phenotypic expression, unless some other cell entity governing T5 resistance is transmitted regularly to only one of the daughter cells. However, it would be very unlikely that such an entity could be either protein or RNA in nature: such cell particulates are numerous and are distributed rather randomly between daughter cells. An entity of this kind is far more likely to be DNA, leading us back to the mastermessenger model.
For these reasons then, the results of Figures 4 and 6 can be explained far more readily by the master-messenger model than by the other alternatives we have considered, supporting this model for the T5 locus to the extent that the kinetics of phenotypic expression are basically exponential in character.
